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May 30, 2017
The Honorable Senator Mike McGuire
State Capitol, Room 5061
Sacramento, CA 95814
Via fax 916-651-4902
RE: Respectful Legal Notice of Cancer Risks inherent in SB 649
Dear Senator

-

On May 27, 2016 the U. S. Government’s National Institutes of Health (NIH)
announced the results of a $25 Million study which proved that cellular radiation causes
cancer. The NIH finding was consistent with many prior studies, see sources below listed.
This Notice respectfully advises you of the U. S. NIH - documented cancer risks of EMF.
Mike, once the science is studied, this should by your issue to lead in the name of health.
SB 649 abrogates all local control over cellular antennas, encouraging placement of
high wattage and data intense antennas on residential blocks sans regard for local property
rights. Since NIH has proven that cell phone radiation causes cancer, and as hundreds of
other studies have documented health and DNA damage from EMF radiation, placement of
these carcinogenic radiation sources next to where Californians sleep, as SB 649 proposes, is
a tragic concept. Concerned medical scientists, including from the American Academy of
Pediatrics, say that this radiation is more harmful to kids as their skulls are thinner. After
several decades as a trial lawyer specializing in scientific proof cases and after loss of four
colleagues to brain cancer, for several years I have been dedicated to this issue through Green
Swan, Incorporated (www.greenswan.org). Our work there is about headsets, not antennas,
but when I learned about SB 649 I was morally compelled to join the effort to stop SB 649.
With humility, I urge you please vote against SB 649, despite the immense pressure
from Industry, because of the scientific evidence that resulting deployment will expose most
Californians to increased cancer risk. The NIH study shows that the glioma - the cancer cell,
which causes brain cancer (glioblastoma) is promoted by cell phone radiation. This Notice
has briefly referenced a tiny fraction of the sources which demonstrate that cellular EMF (&
thus SB 649) is dangerous. At the least, given the hard science, SB 649 should not be passed
until the Senate has the opportunity for further study next session, including hearings before
the Senate Health & Human Services Committee. The correct practical and moral choice to
decline to support SB 649, at the very least pending further and far more serious review.
Very truly yours,
Harry V. Lehmann
See: https://ehtrust.org, http://electromagnetichealth.org, https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/results/areas/cellphones/,
http://www.aappublications.org/news/2016/05/27/Cancer052716

